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3429 Charleston Place 
Valley Park, 63088

Circa 1994:                      There is much to be adored about this charming bungalow on 
Charleston Place Court. From the moment you open the door, you are greeted by 
colorful walls, warm hardwood floors and sweeping natural light. The open floor 
plan leads you to a darling, dining nook with sliding glass doors that open to a 
side deck and sunken paver patio. In the kitchen, real wood cabinets abound 
with ample storage and counter space. The true pantry is a plus for food and 
kitchen tools. The breakfast bar doubles for function for morning meals or even 
a work nook for productivity. The primary suite boast an oversized closet with 
shelving, a corner window and en-suite full bath for privacy. Make your billiard 
room and bar or play room in the finished basement area. Large unfinished area 
provides options with bathroom rough-in, laundry room, and storage. In the 
Valley Park schools and near highway access with unlimited shopping, not to 
mention surrounded by hiking trails and outdoor areas to enjoy!

Jenn Schoemehl

(314) 517-2122
Jenn@DwellandSell.com
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DISCLAIMER: This floor plan sketch is an 
auto-generated layout based on the 
photos, with estimated dimensions, and 
is only intended to convey the basic 
layout of the structure and cannot be 
relied upon by a buyer for accuracy nor 
for calculation of square footage. Any 
measurements of rooms, or placement 
of doors, windows, and any other item 
are approximate and no responsibility is 
taken for any error, omission, or 
misstatement. This plan is for illustrative 
purposes only and should only be used 
as such by any prospective purchaser.

VISIT 3429CHARLESTONPLACE.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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1 Garage, 1 Driveway

3485 ft²

$108.00
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$82.00
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$18.00

PWork out room or storage cellar, your pick
in the large laundry area.
P Basement bar needs bottles and billiards

for fun nights with friends.
P Cherished Charleston Place with nice

neighbors around.
P Sliding doors and side deck for grilling and

quick access to the kitchen.
P Primary suite with ample closets and

corner window for restful evenings.
P Guest bedroom offers access to the large,

lounging deck
P Amazing light and open floor plan greet

you at the front door!
P Open stairwell to lower level area,

connects, upper and lower living spaces
P Banks of cabinet tree, and a true pantry

are a plus in the open concept kitchen
P Punchy and purple, the living room is a

location for hanging together or chilling
out




